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artless Without effort or pretentiousness; natural and simple.
An artless manner.

banal So lacking in originality as to be obvious and boring.
Songs with banal repeated words.

brevity Concise and exact use of words in writing or speech.
The staff will edit manuscripts with a view to brevity and clarity.

candor The quality of being honest and straightforward in attitude and speech.

candour The quality of being honest and straightforward in attitude and speech.
A man of refreshing candour.

clarity The quality of transparency or purity.
When she awoke the clarity was back in her eyes.

conciseness Terseness and economy in writing and speaking achieved by expressing
a great deal in just a few words.

designed Planned or conceived in detail or for a specific purpose.
The aircraft performed their designed functions well.

destined
Headed or intending to head in a certain direction; often used as a
combining form as in `college-bound students.
They were destined to become diplomats.

directness The quality of proceeding in a straight line without deflection.
He was renowned for the clarity and directness of his sermons.

disposed Usually followed by to naturally disposed toward.
He is favourably disposed towards the proposals.

ease Of share prices interest rates etc decrease in value or amount.
He brought in someone new and eased them into the job.

easiness Freedom from difficulty or hardship or effort.
There was an easiness between them.
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easy With ease easy is sometimes used informally for easily.
Her easy and agreeable manner.

fain In a willing manner.
The traveller was fain to proceed.

forthrightness The quality of being honest and straightforward in attitude and speech.

guileless Devoid of guile; innocent and without deception.
His face once so open and guileless.

honesty
A European plant with purple or white flowers and round, flat,
translucent seed pods which are used for indoor flower arrangements.
I bought potatoes and tomatoes from the roadside stall putting 3 in the
honesty box.

inclined At an angle to the horizontal or vertical position.
Wasn t inclined to believe the excuse.

naive Of or created by one without formal training simple or naive in style.
A teenager s naive ignorance of life.

oriented
Adjusted or located in relation to surroundings or circumstances;
sometimes used in combination.
Helping freshmen become oriented to college life.

pithiness Terseness and economy in writing and speaking achieved by expressing
a great deal in just a few words.

prone
Denoting the position of the forearm with the palm of the hand facing
downwards.
Farmed fish are prone to disease.

pushover Someone who is easily taken advantage of.
Colonel Moore was benevolent but no pushover.

simplicity Absence of affectation or pretense.
The simplicity of a crystal.

straightforward Free from ambiguity.
Straightforward in all his business affairs.

succinctness Terseness and economy in writing and speaking achieved by expressing
a great deal in just a few words.

susceptible Capable or admitting of.
The problem is not susceptible of a simple solution.

unsophisticated Lacking complexity.
An unsophisticated young man.
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well
Often used as a combining form in a good or proper or satisfactory
manner or to a high standard good is a nonstandard dialectal variant for
well.
A book well worth reading.


